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Blockchain at its most fun. Everyday,we develop projects so that our investors
can earn more. We offer ease of transfer between wallets integrated with
faucet and game platforms.

WHAT IS XWINNER?
-It is a self-regulating Blockchain – base currency that can be used in
Stake & Faucet and entertainment areas.
- Open Source Faucet and Gaming Platform.
- It facilitates the sale of Digital Products via cryptocurrencies.
- It produces open source, free and extensible earning systems.
xWinner (XWNR) aims to create and open source staking program with
BEP20(BSC) that includes faucet and entertainment platforms built on
trust and repulation.

ECHOSYSTEM BLOCKCHAIN
xWinner is a highly secure ecosystem where maximum security is our top
priority. We use the popular BEP20(BSC) blockchain technology, whitch is
highly secure with all modern blockchain security system and allows other
developers to join seamlessly and worry-free.
xWinner contributes to redefining the fundamental trends of current and
future cryptocurrency to create positive changes in the way
crysptocurrency is viewed and accepted over the next few years.
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FEATURES
Completely Decentralized,
xWinner is a fully decentralized application with maximum security, no
physical cash transaction and individual verification. All you need to trade
on xWinner is just the xWinner (XWNR) wallet.

PEER TO PEER NEWROK
xWinner is configured as a peer-to-peer network architecture above the
Internet. Network nodes are interconnected in a network with a “ﬂat”
topology there is no server, central service and hierarchy within the
network.

XWINNER TOKEN SALES
xWinner is a high-security platform that puts users funds safety and
security above all else.
As a total supply of xWinner, 7 Billion units have been created, 2 billion
XWNR will be allocated in the ICO phase 2 billion XWNR in the Staking
Program phase, 1 Billion xWinner will be locked by the Team for use in
development and improvements, and 100 million xWinner Airdrops will be
distibuted.
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REFERRAL EARNINGS
The referral system of token sales will also be active. With your referral
code in your xWinner account, you will be able to earn 10% of the amount
received during the ICO(pre – sale program) of all users registered.
Thanks to the xWinner (XWNR), Stake and Faucet system, we bill be
releasing various awards that will take the wrold by storm, surrounding the
xWinner concepts. The roadmap explains some of the things the xwinner
team has planned for its users worldwide.
xWinner also has an affiliate program where users can sign up as members
and earn bonuses on any of their refferals.

XWINNER STAKING – FAUCET & GAME
We created new ways to earn xWinenr PROOF and Stake and PROOF of
Game. You can start earning XWNR by downloading our xWinner desktop
applicaton for PROOF of Game or by downloading the mobile version and
playing games.

STAKE PROGRAM
IStaking programs will be launched immediately after the ICO process. For
the first 5 months, you will earn 10% monthly on your XWNR balances
that you have locked for staking.
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After 5 months, it will continue as 5% per month. These gains will be
provided by the 2 billion XWNR allocated for the Staking Program.
The xWinner game and Blockchain platform will then be created by the
xWinner community to have the opportunity to develop games and our
platform for the mining process.
For each approved game, $10.000 worth of xWinner(XWNR) will be
awarded to the game developers as part of our bounty programs. Any
game-approved mining process from XWNR will be used with the game.
There will be a main tournament where the winner will receive $100.000
woth of xWinner(XWNR) The master tournament will be held quarterly
with xWinner registered members. We believe this will price
xWinner(XWNR) well and result in more demand for xWinner Tokens.

DISTRIBUTION
Stake Program : [2 billion] units.
Micro Earning and Entertaiment Platforms : [1.25 billion] units.
For Company and Developers : [1.25 billion ] units.
ICO 1Q & 2Q: [2 billion] units.
Airdrop and Marketing / Advertising : [500 million] units.

ICO PHASE
1. The will be 0,0015$, the last 30 days 1 billion tokens will be 0,002$
2. 30 million for reward and referral programs.
3. 15 million units for Advertising and Promotions.
4. In cases where the ICO does not reach the maximum sales limit,
the remainder will be burned.
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DEVELOPED PROJECTS
1. Digital product shopping platform for xWinner users.
- https://shop.xwinner.io
2. Micro profit ( faucet) platform.
- https://xlmwin.com
3. Free and open source faucet software for developers.
(Test aşaması)
4. Geliştiriciler için xWinnerPay ile ödeme alma kolaylığı.
(Test aşaması)
5. xWinner Games Android App.
- https://cutt.ly/9WVz3ob
Our Research and Development(R&D) teamcontinues to develop
new projects for you making use of Blockchain technology.
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ROADMAP
December, 2020
- You will be able to earn xWinner via “xlmwin.com”
- With xWinner you will be able to purchase Digital product.
June - July 2021
- Testing of Beta Staking System.
- Improvements within the platform to increase stability
and efficiency.
- The process of developing open source projects for developers.
- Faucet & Game | Android ve IOS application development
process.
October - November 2021
- IAfter the ICO stage, wou will be able to exchange Pancakeswap
and Uniswap exchange.
- Initiating the necessary work to be listed on more popular
exchanges.
December 2021 – February 2022
- Necessary agreements with micro earning and entertainment.
Latforms in order to provide more usage area for xWinner.
- To be among the TOP 50 in marketcap volume.
- Completion of open source and staking programs in the
development process.
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2022 1st and 2nd Quarter
- Creating more useful platforms for developers.
- Inovations / improvements for Mobile and Desktop applications.
- Starting Mainnet work.

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
Type: TOKEN(Binance Smart Chain)
Algorithm: Smart Contract (BEP20)
Symbol: XWNR
Max. Total Supply: 7 billion units.
ICO first Round: 1 billion units.
ICO final Round: 1 billion units.
Mining: Faucet & Game – Stake Program
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EMAIL
hello@xwinner.io

WEBSITE
xwinner.io

